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Shabbat Family Dinner
Hebrew School 100

January 18, 2013
Jewish Community Centre

c Shabbat Service 6 pm
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led by past and present
Hebrew School students
and Sisterhood members
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Reservations are a must!
Call early - 343-7023
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Saskatoon Symphony - TCU Place

tos

$50 per family
(up to and including
high school students)
$20 single adult
$15 students
$8 Children
(12 & under)
Children under 3 Free

March 9th
Gala Event
To Open the
Kaplan Instrument Collection
at the University of Saskatchewan

Adult Purim Party
Saturday March 9th
8 pm - JCC

Monday, May 6, 2013
TCU Place

With Celebrity Guest Speaker

Henry Winkler

“The Fonz” from Happy Days
Tickets go on sale on-line Friday, January 11, 2013
at www.picatic.com
Ticket Price $175
For more information check out our
Silver Spoon Dinner Webpage

Sponsored by Congregation Agudas Israel,
Saskatoon B’nai Brith and University of
Saskatchewan Hillel

Henry Winkler bio on page 9

Tickets: $15
All Drinks & Food Included.
Lots of Prizes & Contests!
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Deadline for the next Bulletin is February 10, 2013

58th Annual Receord Breaking B’nai Brith
Silver Plate Dinner
by David Katzman
Orest Chorneyko
reciving We’re Proud
of You Award from
Todd Peterson, Randy
Katzman and TD’s John
Green
The record breaking 948 guests of our
November 14th Silver Plate Dinner was a
wonderful evening of great food, fellowship and entertainment within the elegant
confines of TCU Place. Steven Goluboff
kept the program moving and the gentlemen amused as our Master of Ceremonies
(and sold 30% of all tickets). Ticket Master
Arnie Shaw was incredibly diligent in getting
the tickets out and the money back in, and
then arranging for the draw, ably assisted
by Gord Holtslander . The very impressive
Silent and Live Auctions were organized by
Ron Gitlin. Bryce Sasko looked after getting the video displays prepped and running,
and Steve Simpson continued to look after
our Proud of You Display. President Randy
and Chairman David Katzman displayed
their usual aesthetic flair and creative wit in
the table centerpieces. This year, the name
of Orest Chorneyko was honoured with the
We’re Proud of You Award. As the winner, he
was able to choose the charity of his choice
to receive $10,000, $5000 from B’nai Brith
and $5000 from the Saskatoon Community
Foundation. The Royal University Hospital
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit was Orest’s
choice and the donation was gratefully accepted by Department of Pediatric Head
and Congregation Agudas Israel member,
Dr.Laurence Givelichian. In addition to this,
BB began a $25,000 commitment to Ronald
McDonald House, provided another $5,000
to the U of S Health Care Centre and finished
continued on page 18
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O Canada

Maestro David Kaplan
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IMPORTANT NOTICE!
B’nai Brith Meeting: Sunday, January 6 - 7 p.m. at the JCC.

The B’nai Brith provides vital financial support to our congregation, with a special emphasis on our youth’s needs, and to the general
community. What we could do is only limited by your imagination and willingness to be involved! Please phone a friend, and be there.
You will be welcomed!
This page is sponsored by Dr. Syd z'l & Miriam Gelmon of Vancouver
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Editorial
by Steven Goluboff
The cover of this issue
of The Bulletin highlights several aspects of
our community: talent,
community work and
volunteerism and history. Anyone who knows
Dr. David Kaplan and those who may not and
want to get to know him should read his book,
Kaplan: The Well-Tempered Klezmerer. It
chronicles the long journey from a young man
in Chicago to the city of Saskatoon where he
is by the far the most eminent and prolific
musical personality in our community history.
Reading his book is much like sitting down
and hearing David regale us with his stories,
injected with a strong dose of humour. His accomplishments are great in the musical world
and he has been recognized by the province,
the country and the city. The Jewish community has also recognized him with B’nai
Brith’s We’re Proud of You Award and the
Gerry Rose Volunteer of the Year Award. None
of us will ever get close to the musical mountains he has conquered but we could aspire
to his commitment to community. The recent
Queen’s Jubilee Medals have also recognized
the talents of an extraordinary number of our
own members, Gladys Rose, Dr. Alan Rosenberg, Ralph Katzman and Noah Fenyes. And
finally Dr. Daphne Taras has been recognized
as one of the 100 Most Powerful Women in
Canada. The announcement of Henry Winkler aka the Fonz, will undoubtedly lead to a
sell out again for CAI and Hadassah’s Silver
Spoon Dinner. With the recent record breaking
Silver Plate success and the perennial Silver
Spoon accomplishments, we are amazed by
the hard work that contributes to those events.
It is encouraging to see a newer and younger
generation beginning to take on larger roles
in ensuring the sustainability of these projects
but there is much more that needs to be done.
B’nai Brith will be having a meeting in early
January where that challenge will be specifically be addressed with our younger members.
The annual Sisterhood Shabbat Dinner on
January 18th will double as a commemoration of our long Jewish history in Saskatoon
as it celebrates the 100th anniversary of the
Hebrew School. With the time of New Year’s
resolutions upon us getting more involved in
Synagogue life and taking advantage of Rabbi
Claudio’s initiatives would be admirable goals.
continued on page 16

FROM OUR CONGREGATIONAL FAMILY
The Mission Statement of Congregation Agudas Israel

Congregation Agudas Israel is a spiritual, religious, educational and social home committed
to deepening the quality of Jewish life in Saskatoon and district. We are an evolving link in the
historical traditions of the Jewish people. We are a progressive, democratic and sensitive congregation responding to the widest spectrum of Jewish thought and practice.
Written at the 2002 Kallah by the members of Congregation Agudas Israel

MAZEL TOV AND CONGRATULATIONS TO:
Noah Fenyes, son of Heather and Les, for receiving the Queen’s Jubilee Medal for Holocaust
Education.
Gladys Rose, long time and still full member of CAI, now living in Toronto, for receiving the
Queen’s Jubilee Medal for community service.
Ralph Katzman, presently Chairman of the Cemetery Committee and Board Member of CAI,
for receiving the Queen’s Jubilee Medal for Voluntarism.
Dr. Alan Rosenberg, Professor of Pediatrics at the U. of S. for receiving the Queen’s Jubilee
Medal for his “exceptional dedication to the care of children with rheumatic disease in
Saskatchewan as the sole pediatric rheumatologist in Saskatchewan for over three decades.” A
further Mazel Tov to Dr. Rosenberg for being honoured by the Saskatoon and District Medical
Society for his dedication to patient care in the Saskatoon Health Region.
Dr. Daphne Taras, Dean of the Edward’s School of Business for being recognized as one of
Canada’s 100 Most Powerful Women in the Category of Public Sector Leader’s Award. These
awards are granted by the Women’s Executive Network.
Abby Holtslander, daughter of Franci and Gord who won the 2011-2012 Saskatoon Public
School Division Proficiency Award for the highest academic achievement in Grade 10 at Evan
Hardy Collegiate.
Mayah Holtslander, daughter of Franci and Gord, who was awarded a Hannon Scholarship for
$3000 for high academic achievement in the 3rd and 4th year Honours English Program at the U.
of S.
Dr. Josh and Nicole Gitlin on the birth of a son, Levi Robert, a grandson to
Ron and Jan Gitlin and Ed and Karen Bucholz on December12, 2012.
Dr. David Kaplan on the publication of his autobiography
Kaplan: The Well Tempered Klezmerer – co-authored with
Darlene Polachic.
Gladys Rose on the marriage of her grandson Mark Cooper, son
of Gerry and the late Kathryn (Rose) Cooper to Alissa Babel on
November 10th, 2012, at the Sony Centre in Toronto.
Moshe and Anat Kapelnikov the the birth of a twins Gilad Dor
and Naa’ma Sarah in Toronto on December 24th.
Cantor Neil Schwartz on the celebration of his 60th birthday
WELCOME NEW MEMBERS:
Sarah Liebman and Mirek Cygler
Born in Haifa, Israel, Sara grew up in Montreal, from where she recently
moved to Saskatoon with her husband, Mirek. Sara began her professional
career as an Occupational Therapist in mental health and then completed
her doctorate in clinical psychology at the University of Montreal. She
is now engaged as an advisor with students who harbour disabilities and
is a consultant to several other student service groups at the University of Saskatchewan. She
also enjoys films and jazz. Sara and Mirek’s sons are back east, working and studying. Mirek
arrived in Saskatoon last year, at the invitation of the Department of Biochemistry at the U of
S. He worked at the National Research Council in Ottawa and Montreal before accepting his
position here. He hails originally from Lodz, Poland, where he grew up. Recently endowed
with a Canada Research Chair, he is heading several research projects at the University of
Saskatchewan. Mirek enjoys cross country skiing and biking and is looking forward to camping
in the Rockies.
Condolences to:
Friends of Family of Elizabeth Brewster who passed away on December 26th.
Obituary will appear in next Bulletin.
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Divrei Harav – Rabbi Claudio’s Message

by Rabbi Claudio Jodorkovsky

O n D e c e m b e r possible human crime. Every human being was that it happened”. We have the mission of
14th we all were created in the image of God, and that means learning from the tragedy and giving it meandeeply shocked by that when someone takes the life of someone ing through a commitment to improve society
the news about the else, he is also destroying the divine spark and doing Tikkun Olam (fixing the world).
We can decide to volunteer to improve the
shooting in an el- which is contained in that person.
But to understand the severity of the calam- life of disadvantaged children in our city or
ementary school in
Newtown, Connecti- ity does not mean to understand the calamity to donate money, for example to the future
cut. We are sorrowed itself. Why do these types of tragedies happen? Saskatchewan’s Children’s Hospital.
Finally, I would like to dedicate a few lines
by the twenty six lives that were taken away, Why does God let those innocent lives be cut
to the ongoing debate about the gun control
twenty children and six adults, including off by the criminal mind of a murderer?
Rabbi Harold Kushner, who himself expe- controversy in the United States which has also
teachers and staff from the school. Our minds
cannot comprehend the possible motivation of rienced the tragedy of the death of one of his implications for our country. As you probably
Adam Lanza, the cruel killer: Why he choose children, invites us to think about a God who know, Judaism considers as legitimate the right
children as victims? Why in a school? Why created His world but at the same time who of self-defence, and in the case of a war even
did he kill his mother? If he suffered from respects the rules he created for it. Nature has the use of guns is permitted. However, Judaism
strongly stipulates that the responsibility for
any mental condition which was
taking care of the society’s safety
responsible for his actions, why
Maybe God cannot directly avoid a criminal
does not rely in every individual
did the health system of such
but on the society itself, namely
a developed country not take
mind
to
do
what
he
wants,
but
he
has
given
us
the official institutions in charge
care of him and prevent this
of public security. In the book of
disaster? And also there is the
the possibility of choosing life above death and Deuteronomy (16:18) it is writmost debated question about
ten “Appoint judges and police
the right of freely buying and
to act courageously to fight evil in our world.
for yourselves”, teaching that we
possessing guns.
have the mitzvah (religious obliFrom a religious point of view
gation) of supporting the work
we have an additional question
of those who are in charge of our
to answer. I am writing this arsecurity,
more
than thinking of exercising selfticle just a few days after the event and it is its own rules and humanity is governed by the
really difficult for me to address the issues. As free will of every human being. We do not have defence by our own hands.
The leaders of the Conservative Judaism
many parents with small children, I identify to blame God for illnesses, natural disasters or
in
North-America, including Rabbis, cantors,
myself with the victim´s parents and cannot even crimes, because He suffers because of
stop thinking of their suffering for having lost them as do we. He explains: “I can worship a rabbinical schools and other institutions, have
what for every parent is the most cherished. God who hates suffering but cannot eliminate issued the following statement about restricThe Talmud states that when a tragedy has just it, more easily than I can worship a God who tions on gun ownership, calling for:
happened it is not convenient to give any sort chooses to make children suffer and die, for • Stopping sales of assault weapons for
non-combat use;
of theological explanation, probably because whatever exalted reason” (Taken from When
• Creating a system to tighten and monitor
when we feel such severe pain there will be Bad Things Happen to Good People).
sales of ammunition to individuals;
Nature has its own rules and illnesses are
no answers that can make us feel better. At
•
Creating a system to lengthen purchase
that time our mission is just to give comfort part of a system that also produces beauty and
time for all weapons to ensure that a comto the ones who mourn and show how much marvels. Free will allows us to choose goodplete background check be made before
we love and care for them. However, because ness and share love, and that is what gives
sales of guns;
you will be reading this article after a couple life meaning. But at the same time free will
of weeks, I feel it is important to share with also means allowing people to make wrong • Creating a system for coding all ammunition sold in the United States to be
you some of my views and perspectives about decisions and act with evil towards other hutraceable to its purchaser;
what our tradition can offer us to understand man beings. We enjoy being part of society,
continued on page 17
but while we enjoy we can also be hurt by the
and respond to this tragedy.
The Mishnah teaches that “Whoever de- bad decisions of the ones who share with us
stroys a soul, it is considered as if he destroyed our community.
Where was God in the tragedy? In the
an entire world” (Sanhedrin 4:5). The source
Member of REMAX
for this well-known saying is in the Torah, middle of so much pain I could find God in the
Chairman Club
when Cain killed his brother and God said to brave acts of heroism, like the one of the first
#3 Individual Awards 2011
him “The voice of your brother’s blood(s) is grade teacher, Victoria Soto, who decided to
Lifetime Achievement Award 2006
crying to me from the ground” (Gen. 4:10). hide her students in closets and cabinets and
Why does the Torah speak about “bloods” told the murderer the kids were in the gym. She
For
in plural? When Cain took the life of Abel, was shot to death but saved her student’s lives.
RESULTS,
he killed him but also destroyed his descen- Maybe God cannot directly avoid a criminal
SERVICE &
dants, the future family that Abel and his mind to do what he wants, but he has given us
EXPERIENCE
descendants could have raised. That’s why the possibility of choosing life above death and
call me today.
the Mishnah speaks about an “entire world”, to act courageously to fight evil in our world.
I look forward to working with you!
I think the most important question we
like the lives and the future lives that were
destroyed in Newtown, together with all their should ask ourselves now is not so much            
Saskatoon
potential and creativity. Murder is the worst “Why it happened” but “What can I do now Bus: (306) 242-6000 	
Cell: 241-1900

boff

Leila Golu

This page is sponsored by Dr. Alan Rosenberg & Dr. Lesley-Ann Crone and family
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Person to Person

by Marsha Scharfstein, President, CAI

“I believe that one of the most important things to learn in life is that you can make a difference in your
community no matter who you are or where you live.”				
- Rosalynn Carter
I intended to dedicate this bulletin article
to the Hebrew School 100 celebration
that will be taking place on January 18. I
wanted to talk about how wonderful it is that
before there was even an organized Jewish
community in Saskatoon, the pioneers
recognized the importance of educating their
children, and hired a teacher! I wanted to say
that throughout those 100 years, there have
been many dedicated teachers, wonderful
individuals who put the needs of our children
first... And then on Friday, December 14 we
learned of the horrific tragedy in Connecticut
where 20 First Graders and 6 teachers were
murdered. My perspective shifted. Instead
of looking at the past accomplishments of
our Hebrew School, I now find that I have to
talk about the future.
We have just finished celebrating
Hanukkah when we talk about the miracles
that occurred...the oil lasting for 8 days, the

by Lorna Bernbaum
It had to be about the
end of September 2011
when I found out. It
was a Tuesday. I looked
out my window at the
piles of leaves already
forming and I could
see the waist height snow banks appearing
in the not so distant future. Winter in Ottawa
is not for the light hearted. I wanted to go
south for some sun, but was looking for a trip
that inspired me. I’d tried this new exercise
phenomenon called Zumba at the Rockcliffe

SHERWOOD
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Free Shuttle Service
Pick-up and Delivery
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Service
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Body Shop

The Body Shop provides
Free Loaners on all SGI
or Retail Collision Claims

SHERWOOD
550 Brand Road • Saskatoon

374-6330 • Toll Free 1-877-374-6330

victory of the Maccabees over a far superior
army... and we take for granted the miracles
that surround us daily... our precious,
innocent children!
It is too easy to get caught up in the daily
grind of life...getting the necessary done. Our
focus instead must be on a place somewhere
in the future where our children are living
what we have taught them. Friday showed
us all too graphically that we have precious
little time in which to influence and guide
our children. We must use every opportunity
we can to show them the wonders of our
religion, culture and community.
Our community, and I include Bnai Brith
in this discussion, have always been very
generous with trying to ensure that every
child has an opportunity to participate in
Jewish educational activities. We subsidize
March of the Living, The Washington
Holocaust trip, and Camp BB. I feel,

however, that there is
more that we can
do. Grant and I have
decided that we need
to put our money
where our mouths are...so to speak. We
will be donating the necessary amount to
create a Child Scholarship Fund within the
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation. This fund will
be available to assist children who might
otherwise not be able to afford to attend
or participate in educational, cultural, fun
activities. I realize that it will take a few
years to build it up to an amount where the
scholarships will be meaningful... but like
everything else in this community, it will
happen!
The Hebrew School 100 celebration seems
to be the perfect time to launch this idea.
Donations to the Child Scholarship Fund can
be made through Myla in the office.

A Zumba Infection
Community Center. It was fun. One of the
women in my class recommended that I
check out the trips at Zumbamammas.com.
I recognized one of the Zumba teachers,
Sharon, from my trips to the Rady JCC in
Winnipeg. She was advertising a health and
wellness retreat. I signed up then and there.
Zumba, for those not familiar with this form
of exercise is dance aerobics accompanied by
Latin music. In other words, it’s a big dance
party. Your heart body and mind both benefit
from it. Created by dancer and choreographer
Alberto “Beto” Perez in Colombia during the
late 1990s, it involves hip-hop, samba, salsa,
mambo, cha cha, reggae, flamenco, tango and
even some belly dance moves. Throw in some
squats and lunges, it definitely gives the body
a workout. All Zumba classes are taught by
licensed instructors, and are about an hour
long. I knew we’d be doing different kinds
of Zumba during my week in Mexico -- but I
really didn’t know what to expect.
Fast forward to the middle of January 2012.
The snow banks were even higher than I
imagined as I took off from Ottawa winter.
Destination - Barcelo Resort. All week we
sweated up a storm Zumba-ing on land and
in water, and also relaxing and stretching with

daily yoga classes. Some days there were
three Zumba classes! There were incredible
dance instructors that even joined our group
at times. Of course, the resort offered tons of
other activities - a gym, a spa and their own
incredible dance instructors that joined our
group at times. If one had the energy, there
were various entertainment options, trips to
the town of Playa del Carman, and a variety of
different places for food and liquor. Not only
did we eat, drink and be merry, we danced and
boogied around the resort during all week.
EVERYONE knew about us!
We were there to get healthier and well that is exactly what we did. Of course sitting
in the sun and going swimming in the warm
ocean was great. Bonding was fantastic. Salt
does heal. Senior Prudencio, the assistant
manager of Barcelo Resort, was a gem. Not
only did he solve all of our little issues, it
helped that because he had worked in Israel
and spoke some Hebrew he understood our
specific kvetching and Jewish needs and
wants. He literally danced around with our
group at times and dropped by periodically,
checking on our classes daily. His energy was
contagious. Must be the Zumba!

This page is sponsored by the Saskatchewan Jewish Council
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continued on page 18

Hurricane Sandy - October 29, 2012

by Cantor Neil Schwartz
In 1980 I became
a Cantor, a musical
clergyman, after five
years of study at the
Jewish Theological
Seminary in New
York City. This past
O c t o b e r, s e v e r a l
colleagues and I were
invited to return and receive an Honorary
Doctorate of Music from that Seminary.
The software developer for whom I write
sacred music treated me to the flight, and he
also hosted me in his Manhattan apartment. I
arrived on Thursday evening, and he told me
that Hurricane Sandy was heading towards
New York. He correctly predicted that the
Honors ceremony might not take
place, and that I may be in New
York for a week.
As the storm slowly approached
on Friday, we shopped for food
in the neighborhood. As the
storm got closer on Sunday, we
made sure that all his flashlights
worked, and that we had plenty
of water stored in every big bottle
and big pot that he owns.
By that time we knew that the
Honors Convocation had in fact
been cancelled, but it was too
late for me to catch a flight out
of New York City. Even though
the storm was still far out over the ocean, it
was already causing such strong winds that
the airports started closing on Sunday.
By Sunday night the subways and busses
stopped running, so that the subway trains and
the busses could be moved to higher ground.
By Monday all of the bridges were closed,
and all the tunnels for cars and commuter
trains were also closed. Manhattan Island
was now essentially isolated, the normally
busy streets were almost empty, and the city
was just waiting for the hurricane to arrive.
We were warned that since New York City’s
electric cables are underground, and salt water

we design and print...
Brochures
Newsletters
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Presentation Folders
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Stationery
Annual reports
Business Forms
Carbonless Forms

Textbooks
Family History Books
... to your specifications and satisfaction

would damage them, the power company
might purposely shut off power to parts of
Manhattan. When the storm finally arrived
Monday evening, almost all of Manhattan
south of Times Square did in fact lose power,
and it was off for a few days.
This is a different situation from the
tremendous loss of power to over 4 million
people in New Jersey, the other boroughs of
New York and its northern suburbs, Long
Island, and southern Connecticut. In these
areas, hundreds of power lines were damaged
by the thousands of trees that were broken by
the hurricane-force winds.
I was staying with my friend in the northern
part of Manhattan, so we did not lose power
or water. His apartment faces a very sheltered

courtyard, and he told me that in all his years
living there, he had never seen the courtyard
trees moving from any wind. Now they were
whipping back and forth strongly, even though
it was a sheltered area. When we ventured
out, the only traffic moving on the streets were
emergency vehicles.
Neither of us usually watches TV, but we
were mesmerized by the 24 hour reporting
of the damage all around us. The West Side
Highway along the Hudson River side of
Manhattan and the FDR Drive along the East
River side were both soon flooded, along with
the neighboring streets. Waves almost 14
feet high came on land at the southern end of
Manhattan, in the area of Battery Park and the
World Trade Center site.
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continued on page 17

New Kosher Wines available at
Saskatchewan Liquor Stores!
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A tall construction crane in Midtown was
damaged, and the long boom hung over the
streets and surrounding buildings like a huge
sword waiting to fall. Fortunately it did not
fall and eventually became stabilized, but
several buildings were still evacuated, and
the streets in that area were all closed for a
couple days.
Needless to say, the subway tunnels in
lower Manhattan and many of the road tunnels
were completely flooded. On Sunday I had
been on a bus through the Holland Tunnel
connecting Manhattan and New Jersey. By
Monday night it was filled with seawater to
the top of the tunnel. It took several days to
clear the water from all of the tunnels, and
more days to repair the damage done by the
salt water to the electric subway
signals.
Staten Island and Queens
had the worst damage in New
York City, with the seawater at
LaGuardia Airport covering the
wheels of the jetways. Since the
runways are built out into Long
Island Sound, I could not fly out
until the end of the week when
the seawater finally receded.
Similar problems occurred at both
Kennedy and Newark airports.
The reason there was so much
damage in New York was the
combination of high tide and the
storm surge that raced down Long Island
Sound towards the city. It is like a funnel,
so as the Sound becomes narrower, the high
water had nowhere to go but onto the land
on either side of it. This was compounded
by thousands of trees in New York knocking
down hundreds of power lines, and even
killing a few people as they fell.
The worst damage was at the point of
landfall along the New Jersey coast, especially
on the barrier islands facing the Atlantic
Ocean. The hurricane had stalled over the
ocean, and it was gathering more power from
the combination of warm water and the low
air pressure. It finally came ashore just two
hours before high tide Monday evening; had

$
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by Tamir and Ari

Behind the Scenes

Between winter, Hanukkah and settling
down it is hard to recall what has been going
on for the last two months. With a blink of
an eye we have already been here for four
months! The scenery has changed from green
to yellow-red to white, our house is now
officially home and the community is as warm
as could be in the cold Saskatoon winter. The
jokes about how cold we Israeli’s must be have
faded, we had a fun and exciting Hanukkah
celebration, two family get-togethers (one
with Tamar’s parents and one with Ari’s) and
so much more. We are well into this year’s
shlichut and are feeling great about it!
We wanted to recap some of what has been
happening these past couple of months.
We continued the tradition of “café Ivrit”
for members with fluent or near fluent
Hebrew. We meet once a month for some
coffee and discussion in Hebrew only!
Our Hebrew for adults lessons are coming
to an end this December. We had some good
lessons and hope the attendants benefited from
them. We will try to squeeze in Hebrew related
events in the future.
The famous Breakfast Club is still running,
for the 6th year, showing an Israeli or Israelrelated movie, over breakfast, followed by a
short discussion. On November we saw a film
which sparked a very interesting discussion
called “Paradise Now”. Created from a
Palestinian point of view, the film shows the
process two childhood friends go through
when they are recruited for a suicide bombing
in Tel Aviv. Though not a very upbeat film,
it presents the complexity of the matter in
ways most people do not expect, and is very
interesting to watch.

December’s film - O Jerusalem, is a
novel-based drama telling the tale of the
events leading to Israel’s declaration of
independence, and the Independence war
which immediately followed. The film
presents the events from the perspectives of
both the Jews and the Arabs living in Israel
at the time. Very informative, and helps bring
history to life!
As advisors for Saskatoon’s Hillel (Jewish
students association) on campus we are glad
to see the amount of effort and time put in to
different events held by the students. In spite
of their busy schedules we had two Lunch n’
Learn sessions, Avi Melamed discussion about
the Middle-East, Sukkot celebration, Friday
services, Silver Plate volunteering, Hanukkah
party, board-game’s night, and of course the
B’nai Brith sponsored ‘Screamin Chickens’
soccer team - just to name a few.
Another group that has come up with a
yearly plan to be proud of is BBYO. An
enthusiastic group of teenagers who are
investing of their time to strengthen the bond
between themselves and the community
through volunteering, learning, fun, and
Tzedakah.
The ‘Young Adult’ social gatherings have
taken off and we have had some fun evenings
in the homes of Steven and Rebecca Simpson,
Shaina Goluboff, and Simmone Horwitz.
We know these pleasurable gatherings will
continue and hope to see some new faces and
new ideas brought up.
On Remembrance Day we were fortunate
enough to have been invited, along with
Claudio, to an inspiring and quite remarkable
ceremony at the Walter Murray Collegiate High

School. The service incorporated a substantial
amount of Holocaust commemoration, and
was focused on what we can do to prevent
similar horrors from ever happening in the
future. A big thanks to David Katzman for
bringing us to the ceremony.
We experienced the “Silver Plate
Dinner” which was delicious, funny (in an
embarrassing-offensive sort of way) and
overwhelming for us! That same night was
very long as we had to catch a flight to New
Jersey for our Shlichim convention.
The convention came in perfect timing for
us to get a chance to look at our first months
as Shlichim from a different perspective. It
was inspiring to talk with other Shlichim and
get some insights from other communities.
The Jewish Agency sends about 250 Shlichim
to communities across North America. We
were proud to be holding two titles as the
Saskatoon Shlichim for both the smallest and
coldest Jewish community! We are probably
the busiest too (per capita), but that’s a bit
harder to measure.
After the convention we visited Ari’s family
in Chicago for a few days. We had some
good family time with them, lots of food,
continued on page 16

Visiting Ari & Tamar

by Boro and Irit (Tamar’s parents)

It is so cold outside, but so warm around us.
We were very happy to have the opportunity
to meet the Saskatoon Jewish community and
to catch a glimpse of the Shlichim’s work
and activities. It was also a chance to take
part in the community’s life for a short time
(too short).
We do miss them, as parents we would
have loved to have them back home, but we’re
proud and happy to see their activities and we
hope you all find it beneficial and fruitful.
Time is running by, the visit is about to
end and soon we’ll go back to work, and
to our daily life in Israel, at home, but now,
when receiving e-mails, waiting for skype
conversations or when new pictures from
Saskatoon, reach our laptops, we will be able
to have a more vivid image of what’s behind

the words and pictures.
We were impressed with the infrastructure
the community has built, the facilities,
organizations and community life as a whole.
We were impressed with your care about
Israel, and the way you keep tradition and
holidays.
We thank you all for taking good care
of our children and treating them with such
love and warmth, helping them with their
assignment.
We’ve had a great time in Saskatoon,
enjoyed the scenes, food and atmosphere, and
we’re looking forward to meeting you again.
We live in Zichron Yaacov and you are all
most welcome.

For those of you who are having
a hard time keeping up with the
community events A weekly newsletter will be sent
to your email every Thursday
evening!
Not getting it?
Contact- areivim.sask@gmail.com

This page is sponsored by Alan, Linda and Sam Goluboff of Toronto
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Commentary
What is a Palestinian State Worth?
Sari Nussebeh
Harvard University Press, 248 pages, 1995

by Bob Sass
The author, Sari
Nussebeh is a well
known Palestinian scholar and presently
President of Al Quod University on the West
Bank. He is the intellectual heir to Edward
Said, the most prolific and well known
scholar regarding Palestinian politics and
culture. Both Said and Sari reject the two
state solution. Said at the end of his life
advocated a “bi-national” remedy for the
long-standing Israeli/Palestinian conflict.
Sari on the other hand, proposes that Israel
annex the occupied territories in return for
Palestinians being granted all the Israeli civil
rights of citizenship – the same rights that the
Palestinians demanded from the Lebanese
government. However, Sari makes it crystal
clear that Israel remain a Jewish State. The
trade-off is simply that the Palestinians would
have the welfare benefits that Israeli citizens
presently enjoy. These, of course, not only
include health care but economic benefits,
employment rights and those rights associated
with welfare principles.
Sari’s proposal comes at a time when the

nation-state in the globalist era no longer
has control over its economic policies. Thus,
welfarism is a rational and coherent response
to lessen fear and growing insecurity as well
as promoting solidarity and community in
direct opposition to market individualism.
The multinational corporations (MNCs)
have only a financial interest to direct its
activities while keeping the bottom 95% of
the world’s population busy with ethnic and
religious hostilities and debates about sexual
mores and other social issues. If humanity
can be distracted from their own despair by
media-created pseudo events, including the
occasional brief and bloody war, then the
super-rich MNCs will have little to fear.
Thus, Sari’s proposal radicalizes the
fractures in the history of the two-state
solution by seeking to improve one’s life
world by satisfying life’s necessities since
the nation-state is no longer an economic
self-contained system, but just pure political
authority without the support of historical
economic management.
Sari appears to be in search of an insurance

policy against the free play of market forces
which appears unstoppable. He desperately
seeks the protective function of welfare
institutions and their benefits affording social
care for the poor, unemployed, and suffering
that is haunting his people. The foundation
of this appeal is culturally grounded on the
value systems of both Judaism and Islam.
They both embrace equality, egalitarianism
and distributive justice as virtues , and
welfare benefits protecting one from
personal calamities, poverty and dreadful
circumstances.
His appeal is therefore coherent with both
Judaic and Islamic religious doctrines.
Bob Sass is a member of CAI and founding
member of Fellowship for Reconciliation and
Peace (FRAP).

From the Library
by Patricia Pavey
One of my jobs
as your librarian has
been to arrange the
“Book Fair” at the
congregation’s annual Hanukkah party. The
books came from Israel’s Gift and Book Store,
Toronto. After last year’s poor sales it was
decided not to continue this, as it was not
worth the expense and physical effort. Indeed,
some of you were disappointed, as was I, not
to see the inviting piles of books on diverse
Jewish topics available.
However, when I entered the centre at the
latest Hanukkah party, I was delighted to see
our own Dr. David Kaplan, signing and selling

copies of HIS OWN BOOK (written with Darlene Polachic): “Kaplan: The Well-Tempered
Klezmerer”. The book is an autobiography,
following David’s life from early days in Chicago, through WWII, to Illinois, then Texas,
Indiana, and finally to Saskatoon. We meet
David’s parents, Nettie and Joshua, his first
wife, Harriett, his children, Sarah, Jonathan
and Edward, his second wife, Susanne.
There are quotes by many of David’s
friends and colleagues and a list of his many
compositions.
As Daniel K. Laban advises: “Just read
the book!”

Thank you to Marikay Falby
who donated

“The Holocaust Chronicles”
to the library in memory of her
Grandma Lee’s Coffee Group.
Joe Scharfstein, Nate Goluboff,
Gerry Rose, Izzy Richman
and Alan Barsky

This page is sponsored by Mickey and Lucille Narun of Toronto.
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by Linda Shaw
Ladies, you are
in for a special treat
at this year’s Silver
Spoon Dinner, Saskatoon’s premier Ladies’
Night Out. Our celebrity guest is none other
than Mr. Henry Winkler.
He’s “instantly recognizable and admired
by audiences of all ages” for his role as “The
Fonz” from the immensely popular American
Sitcom “Happy Days”. More than that, Henry
Winkler, 67, has had a remarkable and hugely
successful life in a wide variety of careers,
spanning over four decades. The list of his

film and TV credits is way too long to list
here (including four Adam Sandler movies).
While Winkler continues to work as an acclaimed TV, stage and movie Actor, he’s also
a Director, Producer, Author, Storyteller and
Children’s Advocate. He’s currently in his
fourth season on “Arrested Development”,
in “Royal Pains” and “Children’s Hospital”.
Henry co-authored a series of children’s books
about a 4th grade boy, Hank Zipzer, who is dyslexic. Winkler also has that learning disability
and has published 17 books about his hero
Zipzer, “the world’s greatest underachiever”.
In September 2011, Winkler was made an

honorary Officer of the Order of the British
Empire “for services to children with special
educational needs and dyslexia in the U.K.”.
Henry Winkler has agreed to come to the
Silver Spoon Dinner to regale the ladies with
amusing and touching stories about his illustrious life and celebrated careers. Mark your
calendars now for Monday, May 6th. Once
again the Silver Spoon Dinner will put the
FUN in Fundraising.
New this year: Tickets will be sold on-line
through Picatic, starting on January 11th.

From Our Tel Aviv Desk

A Short insight on the upcoming Israeli Elections
by Lior Bachar - (former Shlichut)
We were fortunate enough not to be under
Hamas’ rocket range this time round. Living
half way between Tel Aviv and Haifa, we
could only imagine what it was like to live
100 km south of us during the week of
operation “cloud pillar” and the months that
led to it. Actually, not much imagination is
needed if you listen to the radio, watch TV,
read the papers (on or offline...), even if for
just a moment. It is somewhat surreal to sit
in the car and listen to music on the radio
while every minute or two the broadcast is
interrupted by a “Red alert” followed by the
names of the cities and counties that rockets
are about to target - anytime between 15
seconds (very close to Gaza) and 90 seconds
(Tel Aviv).
At one point, the radio was playing a
nice morning (or Shabbat..) song, by one

CUELENAERE, KENDALL
KATZMAN
RICHARDS

&

Barristers, Solicitors and Mediators

RANDY KATZMAN
B.Comm., LL.B.

(306) 653-5000
Fax: (306) 652-4171
5th Floor, Atrium Place, #510, 128 - 4th Avenue S.,
Saskatoon, S7K 1M8

of the most well known Israeli singers Arik Einstein (not a relative of...as far as I
know...). The song is about someone sitting
by San Francisco Bay, enjoying the beautiful
view of green and blue, but still feeling far
away (from home, I guess...from Israel...).
And as the nice, easy melody filled the car,
it was interrupted by “Red alert, red alert in
the following towns...”. The radio presenter
added something like “there’s nothing more
Israeli than listening to this song while a red
alert is activated...”.
So, what on earth is going on here? Are we
really doomed to living by the sword? Are
we supposed to come to a conclusion that
there is no choice, the only foreseeable future
for this region includes an armed, bloody
conflict every 2-4-6 years? And in between
these, we should try and lead our lives as
normally as possible? Is there really no
chance for compromise in the coming years?
Well, if we look back at the last 100 years of

this conflict (just for
the sake of naming,
i.e. “The Arab-Israeli
Conflict”, although
it has been given so
many names since), it
seems these questions
were identical ever since. Not much room for
hope, is there? But, the picture is much more
complex, diverse, dynamic. In other words,
there is - and must be - space left for hope for
a more prosperous future, for us Israelis and
our neighbors.
Here’s an example of the complexity of the
issues at hand. The Palestinian Authority’s
stand on the use of violence as a means of
struggle for independence has been quite
clear in these last years. They are against it,
they see it as opposing the Palestinian cause.
At least this is what their leaders’ statements
suggest, and the way Palestinians in the West

New Kosher Wines available at
Saskatchewan Liquor Stores!

continued on page 17

NEW
WINES
!

Only $1
4.99

Delicious, dry Chilean table wines that are Kosher for Passover and Mevushal.
Terroso Chardonnay is in the Chilean section at a Saskatchewan Liquor store near you.
Norman Gladstone and International Cellars are proud to bring you Terroso Wines.

This Page is Sponsored by Saskatoon Hadassah WIZO
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Quote of the month "Shalom means “Hello,” “Goodbye,” “Glad to see

Canada-Israel
Industrial Cooperation

you,” “See you soon” and “Peace.”

Starting November, Canada’s

Tommy Manville and Artie Shaw, who, between

Minister of Natural Resources Joe

them, were married about 17 times, could live in

Oliver and Israel’s Minister of

Israel a lifetime without learning any other word"

Joey Adams

Energy and Water Resources Dr.
Uzi Landau announced the
creation of the Canada-Israel
Energy Science and Technology
Fund. Through the Fund, both
governments will invest over the
coming years in joint private
sector research and development
projects focusing on technologies

The Israel National Trail named on e of the
World's Best Hikes by Nat ional Geographic
The trail, which extends up to 620 miles from
southern to northern Israel, was named one of
the 20 top hikes in the Epic Trails section.
It is joined on the list by such trails as the
International Appalachian Trail, which extends
into several countries, including the United
States and Canada; Mount Fuji, Japan; the
Great Himalaya Trail, Nepal; and the
Continental Divide Trail, United States.

Israel ranked 20th in The Economist's
'Best Place to be Born in 2013'
The Economist conducted a study to find out
which newborns just hit the jackpot, being
born in a country that's on the rise.
Israel's was ranked 20th worldwide! Almost
all of the top 20 countries are in Europe,

that harness unconventional oil

with the exception of the United States at
number 16. The study by the Economist
Intelligence Unit used a variety of metrics,
from life expectancy to gender equality,
financial opportunities and education.

and gas energy sources.

Recommended
Link www.jewishtvnetwork.com
whether you're looking for clips
about Jewish holidays, Judaism
for children, cooking, Israel and
many other topics - the Jewish
TV Network is a great place to
start!

Clip http://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=m3fEo5CJXq0
A trivia clip about Saskatoon and
Congregation Agudas Israel shown in the 2012 Hanukkah
Game-Show!

The magazine says the Israel National Trail is
best for “Long-distance hikers with a love of
both ancient and contemporary history.”
“Passing through vast empty desert and
winding into kibbutzim, the Israel National Trail
(INT) delves into the grand scale of biblical
landscapes as well as the everyday lives of
modern Israelis (with opportunities to stop in
the cities of Tel Aviv and Jerusalem). But
beyond the immense sense of history and
breaking news, the trail powerfully connects to
something that often gets lost in all the
headlines — the sublime beauty of the
wilderness of the Middle East,” writes the
magazine’s Doug Schnitzspahn.
National Geographic’s insider trip to trail
travelers reads: “The biggest blessing here
comes in the form of ‘trail angels’ along the INT
who give a helping hand and often offer a place
to stay free of charge to thru-hikers.” It also
provides a link to an updated list of trail angels
with contact information.

Space-age rapid transit system
to debut in Tel Aviv next spring
Developer of NASA-designed skyTran
chose Israel as the perfect place to pilot
the software-guided personal transport
pods that glide on a cushion of air.
With skyTran, riders order a vehicle by
tapping an icon on their smartphone. Once
inside the pod, the passenger chooses a
destination from an on-board console.
Youtube - "Skytran" to
learn more
CEO Jerry Sanders with a
SkyTran module

For more information regarding any
of the contents please contact Areivim.Sask@gmail.com
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Forming a UIA Partnership

by Patsy ( nee Buckwold ) Landa
Why
would a
fairytale
halfJewish
w e d ding on
a gorgeous beach in the Philippines lead me
to write this article for the Bulletin? Well, it
all started when I met my dear friend Steve
Goluboff, a fellow guest of the groom, just
a few weeks ago at this very same simcha.
We had lots of fun catching up on old times
of course. But, as an ex-Saskatonian and avid
reader of the Bulletin, we got to chatting
about the activities of the Saskatoon Jewish
community and Congregation Agudas Israel
today. I always enjoy seeing how engaged
so many members of the community are;
both the young and the not so young. I know
that the funds raised by the Silver Spoon and
Silver Pate B’nai Brith dinners have had an
incredible impact on both the Jewish and
non-Jewish communities in Saskatoon and
towards projects in Israel. On a UIA mission
celebrating Israel’s 60th birthday Benny and I
hosted a Saskatoon dominated group one evening. Your campaign supported Merchavim,
the Institute for Shared Citizenship which we
support as well.
In turn, there on the white sand and turquoise water of Borocay, I shared with Steven
some of the updates on the latest activities of
the Landa Fund where, for the past 12 years,

we have been actively promoting equal opportunities for all Israel’s citizens, both Jewish
and Arab. Along with some excellently managed organizations and with all of Israel’s universities, we have
been striving to
address the many
challenges that
weaken the fabric
of Israeli society.
In addition, there
are individuals
much closer to my
own home, who
also need our attention. Even in
our home town of
Nes Ziona, a thriving community of
30,000, there are
young children whose severely disadvantaged
backgrounds put them at severe risk. For
the past five years, I’ve been contributing to
the after school frameworks that are second
homes to 150 young children. They are called
“mo’adoniyot” or Clubs.
“Alma” is the Nes Ziona NGO which
supports two frameworks for children and
families identified by the Social Services as
being at risk. On one hand ALMA supports
enrichment programs to supplement those
provided by the municipally-run Clubs for
these children. Who are these kids? A seven
year girl from an immigrant Russian family

who goes home to an empty apartment where
there’s no food until a working parent returns
in the evening. A nine year old boy whose
father has recently committed suicide and
whose mother struggles
to manage with four
small kids. An eight year
old Ethiopian boy who is
otherwise roaming the
streets because there’s
no parental authority to
keep him occupied at
home. At one pm these
children are brought to
the Clubs where they
are welcomed by two devoted and trained counselors with a hot lunch,
helped with homework
and playtime activities.
At six pm, following a light supper, they
return to their homes, often with extra food
for their siblings.
The second area of ALMA activity is the parent-child center where problems of dysfunctional families are addressed and dealt with
through intervention and ongoing education.
ALMA raises funds so that these children can
enjoy activities otherwise denied them due to
their disadvantaged families: a children’s play,
an outing to Jerusalem, a visit to the public
swimming center, learning disabilities, testing
and intervention, art and other activities to put

Hebrew School

by Marsha Scharfstein, Principal
The next two months will be
quite busy at Hebrew School.
We will be participating in the
Jan 18th Shabbat Family Dinner/
Hebrew School 100 Friday night
service. That night we will also
be showcasing all former Hebrew
School students who will hopefully also
participate in leading the service. (You know
who you are)
The Hebrew School 100 Dinner promises
to be a great time. I will not divulge many
details, but I will tell you that I have been
collecting pictures and have had a committee
scrapbooking for months. We can still use
more pictures or lists of names of people
who attended. The Hebrew School children
are also planning some entertainment and

you will not want to miss that! Myla will be
taking reservations for the dinner until Jan
16th. The sooner you let her know you are
coming, the better.
On January 23 we will be having our
Hebrew School Tu B’Shevat seder. Please
bring parents and siblings as this is a fun
activity...with lots of fruit and berries to eat...
no nuts though!
The school break in February is Feb 18
-22. I hope everyone enjoys the time off in
the middle of the cold, dark winter!
Also during February is the Purim Carnival
which is scheduled for Sunday Feb 24 at
1 pm. This should be a fun afternoon with
the megillah reading, snacks and a carnival.
Organize your costumes and come!

This page is sponsored by Arnold z’l & Claire Golumbia of Vancouver
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continued on page 16

by Steve McDonald

A CIJA Update

As 2012 begins Church policy (and communications materials diverse. From the Atlantic to the Pacific,
to wind down, it’s for lay leaders and Rabbis to use), and lobbied we have Jewish communities both large
appropriate to reflect voting members at the General Council. At the and small, each with their own unique local
on the year that was same time, the Centre worked directly with challenges and strengths.
Nationally, we have a duty to provide
– and review our allies inside the United Church, including a
collective successes clergy-led grassroots initiative opposed to the a coherent advocacy strategy – engaging
government and civil society leaders on
and setbacks as a boycott, known as Faithful Witness.
Once the boycott passed, the Centre issues ranging from human rights to social
Canadian Jewish
community. Indeed, the United Church of called for a temporary 3-week suspension of justice to the Canada-Israel relationship.
Canada’s recent decision to target Israeli interfaith dialogue, during which extensive At the local level, however, one size does
settlements for boycott represents a bittersweet cross-country consultations were held not fit all when it comes to advocacy. What
within the Jewish community. Federations, works in Montreal won’t necessarily work in
development worthy of note.
T h e C h u r c h ’s b o y c o t t r e s o l u t i o n , synagogues, and grassroots Jewry submitted Saskatoon, and vice-versa. While the Centre
first released in May and ratified by the scores of written recommendations on how we provides expertise, resources, and a national
300-member General Council in August, should move forward with the United Church vision, local Jewish communities take the lead
is no doubt a setback for Christian-Jewish in light of the boycott. Overwhelmingly, the in determining how to implement this program
in their own cities. In particular,
relations in Canada. While it
local lay leaders, including
will have virtually no impact on
Rabbis through the Canadian
Israel’s economy, and certainly Nationally, the Centre directly engaged the United
Rabbinic Caucus, provide
does nothing to advance peace,
invaluable local knowledge
it has done serious damage to Church leadership, provided a comprehensive
and relationships with key nongood faith relations between the written analysis of the new Church policy (and
Jewish leaders. These important
United Church and Canadian
connections, based on decades
Jewry. That said, within every communications materials for lay leaders and
of experience and effort, are
challenge lies an opportunity.
our most effective means of
In this case, the Church’s Rabbis to use), and lobbied voting members at the
reaching out to the non-Jewish
reckless decision provides an General Council.
world across Canada.
opportunity for the Jewish
This integrated national-local
community to launch a clear,
model is a recipe for success – a
unified response involving both
the local grassroots leadership and national consensus was reached that local dialogue fact that is in no way diminished by the United
should continue (in the hopes of enabling our Church’s wrongheaded decision. Indeed, the
advocacy team.
In keeping with the staunch work of its friends in the United Church to overturn the Jewish community in Saskatoon should be
predecessor (the Canadian Jewish Congress, boycott) while relations with the national- proud of the role it played in taking on those in
which has fought proposed United Church level United Church (the General Council) the United Church who would seek to isolate
boycotts in years past), the Centre for Israel should be severed. This practical, nuanced and condemn the state of Israel.
There is much work to be done in 2013,
and Jewish Affairs immediately engaged the approach takes into account the fact that the
United Church through an integrated, national national Church cannot impose the boycott but we can be confident that the structure we
approach. Local Jewish communities – campaign on local Church congregations have built is ready for the next big challenge
including in Saskatoon – were at the forefront – and therefore we must continue to work – whatever that may be.
of reaching out to United Church ministers to with our friends inside the Church who have
Steve McDonald is Associate Director,
challenge the boycott resolution. The Centre’s rejected this destructive move.
For those of us at the Centre for Israel and Communications, at the Centre for Israel
Canadian Rabbinic Caucus, a national body
open to Rabbis from all streams of Judaism, Jewish Affairs, as upsetting as it is to see the and Jewish Affairs – the advocacy arm of the
was mobilized to connect with neighbouring United Church move down such a radical Jewish Federations of Canada.
United Church ministers at a clergy-to-clergy path, it was enormously gratifying to see our
level. Nationally, the Centre directly engaged community respond in such a united manner.
the United Church leadership, provided a Our approach is always to recognize that the
Business Slipping Away?
comprehensive written analysis of the new Canadian Jewish community is immensely
Maybe you are paying too
much for your steel?
Call Toll Free:

1-800-667-5353

Bucket Service Available
New Steel and Pipe
Used Steel and Pipe

INLAND STEEL PRODUCTS INC
President: Mark Ditlove
Saskatoon
This page is sponsored by Jeffrey and Sherril Stein.
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by Matthew Feldman
Butterflies filled
my stomach as the
plane dropped out of
the clouds above the
beautiful landscape
below. The waves
of the Mediterranean Sea crashing
along Israel’s shore
was something I had
only heard about from my Hebrew School
teachers and seen in informational videos
about the land we, as Jews, call home.
Flying in to Israel with 40 other young people, most of whom had never been to Israel
before, I knew that my experience on Taglit
Birthright Israel – Canada Israel Experience

(a.k.a. Birthright) in May 2006 was going to
be one that I would never forget. Turning 19
the day before we left, the gift of landing in
Israel will be hard for anyone or anything
to surpass. My clearest memory of that first
time I flew over Israel was the pure emotion

Our Birthright
that started to boil up inside of me. No one
had ever told me how I should feel or what
I should expect when arriving in Israel for
the first time. I became overwhelmed with
this sense of connectedness – a physical connection to a land rich with the history of my
ancestors and a spiritual connection deeply
rooted in my Jewish identity.
This spiritual connection was never reaffirmed more strongly than when we traveled
as a group to Jerusalem, and more specifically, to the Western Wall within the Old City.
Very few locations in the world rival the
significance of the Western Wall to the Jewish
people. It is a landmark that we are not only
taught to recognize, but the significance of
which we should always remember. Standing
at the Wall for the very
first time (that’s me
in the middle, in my
black shirt and shorts),
I closed my eyes and
had a moment of pure
peace and tranquility. I
shoved my small note
into a crack barely a
quarter of its size and
re-joined my group as
we continued on our
journey.
The experience of Birthright is not only
made special by the land itself, but also by
the friends, tour guides, soldiers (as part of
the mifgash – “encounter” – Israeli soldiers
join the trip for about 5 days) and madrichim
(trip leaders) that come along for the journey.
The Hebrew word, Taglit, means “discovery”.

Already having “discovered” Israel as a participant, I wanted to find another way to give
others the very same experience. Not knowing the land or the language well enough to
qualify as a tour guide and not being a member
of the army to take part in mifgash, my only
option – and a good one at that – was to apply
to become a madrich for future birthright trips.

After some miscommunication and backand-forth negotiations, I was accepted to
take part in the madrichim training outside
of Montreal from October 18-21 in this past
year. Repeatedly informed that never before
had they sent a madrich from Saskatchewan,
I graciously accepted with a clear goal to
change that statistic! The training consisted
of Israel advocacy, leadership training and
relationship building with other hopeful
Birthright madrichim from across Canada,
among many other fun and interactive activities. An intense four days later, we returned
to our home cities, armed with the resources
to garner interest from young members of the
Jewish community.
continued on page 16

Hillel Saskatoon’s First Semester Update

by Sarina Gersher, Vice President

These last two months have been an exciting time for Hillel Saskatoon with multiple
successful programs. Our campus group has
enjoyed a Snakes and Latkes games night,
numerous Lunch and Learns and a Hanukkah
party. In addition, the Screamin’ Chickens
soccer team has already won two games this
season with a few other close matches. Woo
hoo! Hillel Saskatoon would like to thank
B’nai Brith Men for their continuous generous
support to fund many of our programs including the Screamin’ Chickens soccer team. As a
small gesture of appreciation a group of Hillelers volunteered at the 58th Annual Silver
Plate Dinner.
Hillel Saskatoon is looking forward to
beginning second semester with a Lunch and
Learn followed by Purim preparations.
This Page is Sponsored by the United Israel Appeal of Canada
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As my father planted for
me before I was born,
So do I plant for those
who will come after me.
from the Talmud

Your contribution, sent to:
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
Congregation Agudas Israel,
715 McKinnon Avenue, Saskatoon
S7H 2G2
will be gratefully received and
faithfully applied.

The Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
gratefully acknowledges the following contributions:

TO

GREETING
FROM		
Saskatoon Jewish Foundation
Ruth Horlick
In memory of Dr. Lou Horlick	The Horlick Family: Mona, Sharon, Brian and Rhonda, Darlene
and Danny, and the children:
Dahlia, Michael, Jason, and
Zachery
Ruth Horlick
In memory of Lou Horlick
Anna Feldman
Ruth Horlick
In memory of Dr. Louis Horlick
Anne Shechtman & Family
		
Gladys & Gerry Rose Fund
The Horlick Family
In memory of Louis Horlick
Glady Rose
Hope Manville
& Gregory Schulman
In memory of Elsie
Glady Rose & Family
Debby Dion & Family
In memory of Elsie
Glady Rose & Family
Glady Rose
Thank you
Alissa & Mark
David Rose
& Marlene Kates
Thank you
Alissa & Mark
Naomi Rose
& Stan Sinai
Thank you
Alissa & Mark
Toby Rose
& Leslie Klein
Thank you
Alissa & Mark		

Nate & Grace Goluboff Fund
Ruth Horlick
With condolences on the loss of Lou Horlick
Steven, Leila & Grace
		
Goluboff & Family
Glady Rose
Mazel Tov on being awarded the
Steven, Leila & Grace
Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Medal
Goluboff & Family
Daphne Taras
Congratulations on being recognized as one of
the 100 most powerful women in Canada
The Goluboff Family
Alan Rosenberg
Congratulations on being awarded the Queen’s Jubilee
Medal for your dedicated service to children’s health
care and being honoured by the Saskatoon & District
Medical Association for service to the Saskatoon
Health Region
The Goluboff Family
Barry & Christine Slawsky Mazel Tov on your wedding
The Goluboff Family		
		
Elaine & Sherwood Sharfe Cantorial Fund
Elaine & Sherry Sharfe
Mazel Tov on your 50th Wedding Anniversary
Joe, Karen & Katie Dawson

Ruth Horlick & Family

Avivi Fund
With condolences on the passing of Lou Horlick

June Avivi

Please join us for an
informative discussion

“Between the Pillar of Defense
Operation and Israeli elections”
Lead by our Shlichim - Ari and Tamar

January 8th - 7 pm
at the JCC

SASKATOON'S
ARTS & CONVENTION
CENTRE
#35 22nd Street E. Saskatoon, SK
Tickets: www.tcutickets.ca

Website: www.tcuplace.com

(306) 975-7777

This Page is sponsored by Toby Rose, Les Klein, Jonathon, Solomon and Benjamin of Toronto
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by Stan Schroeder

Biography of the Month: Abba Eban

With everything about bashing Israel in On his return to Israel in 1959, Eban was
“If Algeria introduced a resolution
the United Nations nowadays, it is hard to elected to the Knesset as a member of the
declaring that the earth was flat and
believe there was a time when the UN was Mapai party, and served under Prime Minister
that Israel had flattened it, it would
an important forum for debating the conflict David Ben-Gurion as Minister of Education
pass by a vote of 164 to 13 with 26
between Israel and the Arab countries who and Culture from 1960 to 1963. From 1963 to
abstentions.”
were its sworn enemies. The man
1966, he was deputy Prime Minister
Abba Eban, one of the great diplomats
who exemplified that time and
to Prime Minister Levi Eshkol. He of the 20th century, died in Petah Tikva
was Israel’s eloquent spokesman
was also president of the Weizmann November 17, 2002.
before the world was Abba Eban.
Institute in Rehovot from 1959 to
Abba Eban was born Aubrey
1966.
Editors Note: Stan Schroeder is the Editor
Solomon Meir Eban (Meir was
As Israel’s Foreign Minister of Congregation Shir Ami’s “Shir Notes” in
his father ’s name, Eban his
under Eshkol and Golda Meir Los Angeles which also won a Gold Medal for
stepfather’s) on February 2, 1915
from February 1966 to 1974, Eban “Bulletins.” He writes biographies of famous
in Cape Town, South Africa. His
tried to strengthen relations with Jews and has offered to share them with us.
family soon moved to England. He
the United States, and to associate
was educated at St. Olave’s
Israel with the European Economic
Grammar School, Southwark, but also was Community. It was during this time that Eban
sent to his grandfather’s house every weekend had his greatest influence on Israel’s policies.
to study the Hebrew language and Biblical Prior to the Six Day War in June 1967 Eban
literature. He studied Classics and Oriental pleaded Israel’s cause eloquently. However,
languages at Queens’ College, Cambridge.
in Israel he was viewed as an apostle of delay
During his time at University and afterwards, and caution, losing a great deal of credit
Eban was highly involved in the Federation of with the Israeli electorate. He was unable to
Zionist Youth and was editor of its ideological obtain American permission for an Israeli preHas it been a while since you last
journal “The Young Zionist.” After graduating emptive strike, and as the bearer of bad tidings
read from the Torah?
with high honors, he researched Arabic and was blamed for them. However, following the
Celebrating a birthday or any
Hebrew as a Fellow of Pembroke College. victory, he was eloquent in defense of Israel’s
He was already a public speaker of caliber victory. He was an architect of UN Security
special event coming up and would
and renowned for his presence at debates on Council Resolution 242.
like to have an Aliya?
the Middle East, active in the British Labor
He continued to serve in the Knesset
Would you like to help the Gabbi?
movement as well as the Zionist movement. until his retirement from politics in 1988.
Have some musical ability you
In December 1939 Eban went to work Outside of Israel, he was widely admired for
are willing to share in our musical
for Chaim Weizmann at the World Zionist his brilliant oratory and his statesmanship
Organization in London. With the outbreak and sometimes dramatic orations at the UN
Friday service?
of World War II in England, he served in the on Israel’s behalf. In Israel his very British
We are happy to include
British Army as an intelligence officer in appearance, Oxbridge accent, and instinctive
Egypt and Mandate Palestine. In Jerusalem elitism set him uneasily apart from the great
you in our Shabbat
he coordinated and trained volunteers for majority of citizens.
morning services or
resistance in the event of a German invasion.
Eban was fluent in ten languages, and
In March 1945 Eban married Suzy Ambache was both a statesman and erudite academic.
Friday services!
from a prominent Egyptian Jewish family in His books include Voice of Israel (1957);
Please contact our Rabbi to get
Cairo. At the conclusion if the war in1946, My People (1969); My Country (1972),
involved in our services.
the Jewish Agency appointed him political and Personal Witness (1992). He was also
information officer in London, where he involved in the creation of three major
participated in the negotiations with the historical television documentary series about
British government and the UN concerning the Jewish People and Israel. Two shown on
the establishment of the State of Israel. PBS were Heritage: Civilization and the Jews
In 1947 he was appointed as a liaison officer (1984), narrated by Eban, and On the Brink
to the UN Special Committee on Palestine, of Peace (1997).
where he was part of the successful effort
Among Eban’s well known quotations:
to approve the partition of Palestine. Eban’s
“History teaches us that men and
great speech to the entire General Assembly
nations behave wisely once they have
was as much aimed at the American public and
exhausted all other alternatives.”
world opinion as at the assembled delegates,
“The Arabs never miss an opportunity
and it led to Israel’s admission to the UN.
to miss an opportunity.”
This page is sponsored by the late Dr. Lou and Mrs. Ruth Horlick
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Our Birthright... from page 13
Saskatoon has been fortunate to have sent
several Birthright participants. Knowing the
number of young Jewish people here in our
community who have not been to Israel, we
have the potential to send many more. Not
only does this trip help strengthen one’s
personal Jewish identity, but it also reaffirms
one’s connection to their Jewish community
back home. My experience has left me with
a desire to become more involved and to help

others do the same. It is now my role to help
those interested get to Israel on this FREE,
once in a lifetime trip. Individuals aged 18-26
are encouraged to apply, with trips running
throughout the year, mainly in May, June and
December.
For more information about the trip or
to apply, please go to www.israelforfree.
com or contact me at mefeldman@shaw.
ca. Registration for the Spring/Summer trips

opens February 13, 2013. Don’t pass up this
incredible opportunity to not only experience
the beauty of Israel but to show the rest of
Canada what a vibrant community we have
here in Saskatoon!
Wishing everyone a healthy and prosperous
new year.
With a continued hope for peace for Israel
and its neighbours,
Matthew Feldman

at one of the Hebrew School class rooms and
a potluck dinner after the service. They are a
lot of fun and create a beautiful atmosphere
to open the Shabbat with. There will be many
more to come!
We recently heard on the radio that last
year people were worried whether there will
be any snow on Christmas. We thought it
was probably a joke at first, but soon learned

that we have just been blessed this year with
particularly cold and snowy weather. Yay!
We had a good laugh one evening when we
realized, while scraping the inside (!) of the
windshield of our car from ice, that our freezer
actually serves as a heater in comparison to
the weather outdoors. With this crazy little
insight, we wish you all a warm and happy
winter!

Shlichim... from page 7
some Black Friday shopping, and different
weather conditions which was refreshing!
Chicago was amazing and we hope to visit
again sometime.
Throughout this whole period we were
unfortunately accompanied by the Pillar of
Defense Operation. It was not easy being
away from both the community and from
our family and friends in Israel. A very
encouraging factor was the many supportive
and encouraging Emails sent to us straight
from Saskatoon. It really was heartwarming,
thank you all.
We will hold an informative discussion
regarding the Pillar of Defense Operation and
the Israeli elections on January 8th at 7pm at
the CAI center. We will provide some credible
information from the Jewish Agency and other
reliable resources in Israel, and some of our
own insights.
Tamar’s parents came for a visit in Saskatoon
and left a message you can see in this Bulletin.
We had some great winter experiences with
them and they had a wonderful time.
The “Hanukkah Game Show” was great
fun. We loved seeing everyone involved
- singing, answering trivia questions and
showing well spirited competitiveness. We
would like to take the opportunity to once
again thank all who contributed to the event,
and to all those who came despite the cold
wintery Sunday we were blessed with and
joined the family fun.
Our musical Friday evening services with
Rabbi Claudio and Rosy have been great
successes. They include a children’s service

Accounting & Auditing
Estate Planning
Management Consulting
Business Valuations

Financial Planning
Mergers & Acquisitions
Income Tax Returns
Corporate Tax Returns

Saskatoon
Regina
Tel: (306) 653-6100
Tel: (306) 522-6500
Website www.virtusgroup.ca

UIA Partnership..

from page 11

smiles on their faces. Volunteers spend time
with children, bringing their fields of interest
to fill the afternoon hours with new activities.
I personally made monthly visits to one of the
Clubs to lead arts and crafts projects. I enjoy
it as much as the kids do.
When I told Steven about this organization
and our ongoing fundraising, he generously
suggested that this might be a project of inter-

est to the Saskatoon Jewish community and
its annual UIA campaign. I was thrilled of
course. We all share the concerns we have
for our children’s future. Investing in these
challenged little ones today means a better
tomorrow for Israeli society.
I hope you enjoy the drawing sent and look
forward to an ongoing partnership between
our two communities.

Editorial.. from page 3
Lorna Bernbaum who grew up with many of
us in Saskatoon shares her infatuation with
the latest fitness craze, Zumba. Who of us
cannot say that we should exercise more, eat
less and become more fit? With a successful
UIA campaign completed we are hoping to
make our campaign more relevant by seeing
the plight of needy Israelis in the small com-

C H A R T E R E D A C C O U N T A NTS
Keith Thomson
B.Comm. CA
Paul S. Jaspar
FCA
Brian Turnquist
B.Comm. CA
Michael Gorniak
B.Comm. CA
•Accounting & Auditing
•Personal & Corporate Tax Planning & Preparation
• Computer Consulting, Training & Monthly Processing
•Financial Planning & Loan Proposals
•Estate Planning •Farm Taxation & NISA Forms
•Business Plans •Litigation Support •Business Valuations

244-4414

Fax: 244-1545
200 - 128 - 4th Avenue South, Saskatoon

munity of Nes Ziona, where Patsy and Benny
Landa live. Patsy has written about the challenges and will keep us up to date. We hope
that through our Shlichim, our Hebrew School
and UIA we can foster a partnership in the
years to come. Bob Sass has reviewed a book
by a Palestinian academic, Sari Nussebeh,
who suggests that Israel annex the “occupied
territories” and offer Arabs the same social
benefits of other Israelis. Although the theory
may have some vague credibility it is still a
reality that Israel still cannot obtain a commitment to its right to exist by the Palestinians
and Hamas is only intent on destroying the
State of Israel and making it void of all Jews.
With a challenging and almost impossible
Israeli political dynamic and without true visionary leadership on both side of the conflict
we enter 2012 without much optimism for
rapprochement. Possible the recent miracle of
Hanukkah can be replicated in other ways in
the turbulent Middle East. May we all have a
healthy and happy secular New Year.

This page is sponsored by Lorna Bernbaum in memory of her parents Dr. Frank and Frances Bernbaum.
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Hurricane Sandy... from page 6
it been two hours later, the damage and loss
of life would have been even worse.
In both Queens and New Jersey, some of
the devastation was actually caused by fires
more than by wind and water. As power
lines fell and as underground gas lines were
ruptured from the force of the waves, fires
broke out and rapidly spread. In most areas,
responding Fire Departments could not even
approach these fires to help, between roads
being flooded and so many downed trees that
were blocking most of the roads.
We saw pictures on TV of railroad freight
cars that had been tossed into the middle of
the New Jersey Turnpike, and large boats

that had been deposited hundreds of feet
from shore into the middle of some towns.
Entire churches were washed away, leaving
behind broken pews and damaged hymnals
sticking out of deposits of sand and mud.
Several synagogues and the buildings of
other religions were also badly damaged. An
entire roller coaster on the Jersey Shore was a
tangled mess of steel out in the ocean.
There were over 100 deaths, some from
falling trees or electrocutions from downed
power lines, and some from drowning. Other
people died from hypothermia, freezing
to death from no power, or from carbon
monoxide poisoning, when gas heaters they

tried to use malfunctioned. It took over
three weeks for some people to get their
power back, and many people are still living
in shelters as this article was submitted in
December.
Between college and graduate school my
daughter is leading a team of ten AmeriCorps
young people - essentially the Peace Corps
within the United States. They had been
stationed in the MidWest cleaning up from
the storms of last Winter. As I finally flew
west at the end of the week, she and her team
were driving east below my airplane to spend
this Winter helping New Jersey residents with
cleanup from Hurricane Sandy.

Tel Aviv Desk... from page 9
Bank have generally been living their lives
lately. However, in these last few weeks
there is a talk of cracks in this fragile reality,
that might lead the Palestinians to another
round of violence. And, of course, parallel
to all of this, the Hamas’ “political” leader,
Halled Masha’l, calling on continuing the
war against Israel: “We will never recognize
the legitimacy of the Israeli occupation and
therefore there is no legitimacy for Israel,
no matter how long it will take”...”Jihad and
the armed resistance is the only true path to
liberation”...”The conqueror is not just the
enemy of the Palestinians but the enemy of
the entire Arab world. The Zionist plan is
a danger to us all...We will free Jerusalem
inch by inch, stone by stone…the right
of return is sacred to us and we will not
forfeit it” (ynet, 8/12/12). By the way, the
occupation he refers to is different than the
one generally used - he means, and says it
clearly in this speech, the whole of Israel,
including Haifa, Jaffa, Beersheba. Even
left wing politicians in Israel understand
Hamas’ is not a negotiable enemy under such
terms. The main differences among Israelis
depends on whether PA’s Mahmoud Abbas
is a negotiable party and, if so, whether he
represents the Palestinian people.
And this is only the Palestinian part of
the blame for where we are now. Israel has,
of course, it’s share: unwillingness of the
current government to negotiate; the fact
that there is a majority of Israelis that are
right wing voters (thus PM Netanyahu’s next
term is pretty secure) who are interested in
keeping the stalemate as it is; the diplomatic
failure in dealing with the PA’ acceptance to
the UN as a non-member observer state; etc.
All this said without even mentioning the
effects of the Syrian situation, the rise of
Muslim Brotherhood regimes in neighboring
countries, and....Iran.
Moving on to another topic, the upcoming
elections...There seems to be a pretty solid
consensus that PM Netanyahu will form the
next government. It seems like this will be

one of the most right wing coalitions in the
last decades, especially due to the matchup
of the Likud party with Mr. Liberman’s
“Israel Beyteynu” party - resulting in a list
of candidates seen, at the least, as “very”
right wing. However, regardless of the fact
that the outcome is quite certain, the CenterLeft have been giving us Israelis quite a
performance, almost on a daily basis. Mrs.
Tzipi Livni’s newborn party, almost inside
“stoppage” time just before the list of
parties had to be delivered; Mr. Amir Peretz
surprising abandonment of the Labor party
he is so identified with (after just being
elected no.3 in the party primary elections);
and more. There is a struggle between the two
“wings” now on the main issues of interest
that receive the attention of the public and
mostly the press. [Very] Generally speaking,
whenever the issues are defence, foreign
policy, experienced leadership, the need for
a strong stance on the Arab-Israeli conflict the Likud led, rightwing, gains more points.
Whenever socio-economic issues take the
stage - social inequality, centralization of
economic power, exaggerated privatization,
middle class decline - the center-left wing,
especially Labor party and their leader Ms.
Shelly Yachimovitch, gains some points. I
guess the only real questions left unanswered
are whether any of these parties will join a
Netanyahu led coalition and sit together with
their adversaries in the next government.
Due to the extreme levels of hypocrisy that
politicians here have allowed themselves probably to a certain extent a part of our fault
(us, citizens) - nothing should really surprise
us anymore.
If anyone finds all of the above a bit
pessimistic (which wasn’t my intention,
and is not necessarily so), here’s something
different. I am a first hand witness of - and a
little involved in - a group of [mostly young]
teachers-educators who have decided to take
action and form a movement that is aimed
at placing them (us...) in a more influential
position in Israel’s education system. I have

come across a group of motivated educators,
visionaries, who are determined to change
the way our system works today, and are
willing to do what’s needed for this cause.
This, in my view, should remind us Israelis
of the real purpose of being here, regardless
of who wins the elections and despite the
geopolitical difficulties and challenges Israel
faces.
Keep warm in the harsh Saskatoon winter,

Divrei Harav... from page 4
• Requiring gun manufacturers to install
the already developed system which
codes ammunition with traceable markings for each gun; and
• Banning online sales of ammunition.
While we still feel the pain of this tragedy, we
pray to God asking Him to help us fulfill the
vision of the Prophets who said “They shall
beat their swords into plowshares and their
spears into pruning hooks” (Isaiah 2:4)
B’birkat Shalom,
With peace blessings,
Rabbi Claudio

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FROM A QUALIFIED
FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Darrell Nordstrom, R.F.P.,
C.F.P., CLU.
•Financial Estate Planning
•Investment Management
•Charitable Bequests
Assante Wealth Management
Wealth Creation, Preservation and Management

200 - 261 1st Ave. East
Saskatoon, Sask. S7K 1X2
Bus: 665-3377 Res: 933-4123

This page is spsonored by Effie (Brook) & Harry Gordon of Vancouver
This page is sponsored by Gladys Rose of Toronto
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Yahrtzeits
January 4/5
Jacob Laimon
Fanny Landa
Esther Pentol
Clara Milavsky
Dr. Morris Claman
Faige Bernbaum
David Avol
Avraham Abelevsky
George Meyer
Irving Schulman
Charlotte Fine
Solomon Katzman
Bessie Trager

Tevet 22/23
Jan 4 (22)
Jan 4 (22)*
Jan 5 (23)
Jan 6 (24)*
Jan 6 (24)
Jan 7 (25)*
Jan 7 (25)*
Jan 8 (26)*
Jan 9 (27)
Jan 9 (27)
Jan 10 (28)
Jan 10 (28)*
Jan 10 (28)*

January 11/12
Bert Scharfstein
Isador Singer
Joseph Sugarman
Michael Sklar
Chaim Reznick
Edward Burns
William Shear
Shimon Tzalkovich
Mizal Isaakov
Chaye Goluboff
Reuben Gitlin
Sonny Ludwig

Tevet 29/Shevat 1
Jan 11 (29)
Jan 12 (Shevat 1)
Jan 12 (1)
Jan 13 (2)
Jan 14 (3)*
Jan 14 (3)
Jan 14 (3)*
Jan 15 (4)
Jan 15 (4)
Jan 16 (5)
Jan 16 (5)
Jan 17 (6)

January 18/19
Walter Zion
Benjamin Tadman
Rebecca Shore
Joseph Switzer
(Girl) Neumann
Ethel Scharfstein
Sadie Brand
Charles Feinstein
Jacob Waldman
Sondra Resnick
Chaim Friedman
Annie Golumbia
Joseph Bender
Clare Adilman
Rose Gonick
Pearl Gurstein
Lillian Friedman
Louis Spector
Louis Shore
Saralee Plachte

Shevat 7/8
Jan 18 (7)*
Jan 20 (9)*
Jan 20 (9)*
Jan 21 (10)
Jan 21 (10)
Jan 21 (10)
Jan 21 (10)
Jan 22 (11)
Jan 22 (11)*
Jan 22 (11)*
Jan 22 (11)*
Jan 23 (12)*
Jan 23 (12)*
Jan 23 (12)*
Jan 23 (12)*
Jan 24 (13)
Jan 24 (13)*
Jan 24 (13)*
Jan 24 (13)*
Jan 24 (13)

Zumba.. from page 5
We have arranged to go back to this resort
for Health and Wellness Week 2013. LA
travel and Zumbamammas have arranged to
bring two different groups of 40 participants
in January 2013 to the same place. Contact
them for details about the 2014 trip (I’m not
getting a commission, I swear!)
This year I’m stepping it up a notch,
and bringing my sister. Instead of just one
Bernbaum Zumba’er, there will be two.
Watch out resort, we mean business. Zumba

January 25/26
Seco Resnick
David Claman
Harris Holzberg
Sam Raisen
Nathan Goluboff
Susan Cherry
Lida Isaakov
Albert Viner
Sam Hearn
Gitta Gootnik
Nathan Siskin
Isador Korber

Shevat 14/15
Jan 26 (15)
Jan 27 (16)
Jan 27 (16)*
Jan 27 (16)
Jan 27 (16)*
Jan 28 (17)
Jan 29 (18)
Jan 29 (18)*
Jan 29 (18)*
Jan 30 (19)
Jan 31 (20)
Jan 31 (20)*

February 1/2
H. Glick
Hyman Tabachnicoff
Meyer Gurstein
Morris Burtnick
Ethel Katzman
Baruch Levington
Sarah Laimon
Joseph Dunn
Abraham Guttman
Joseph Gonick
Vera Rabinovitch
Freda Katz
Male Tzalkovich
Bertha Kuenstler
Percy Shore
Sol Freidin
Esther Freidin
Jessie Kay
Sam Rabinovitch
Perl Kleyman
Abraham Trager

Shevat 21/22
Feb 1 (21)
Feb 1 (21)
Feb 2 (22)
Feb 2 (22)
Feb 2 (22)*
Feb 4 (24)
Feb 4 (24)*
Feb 4 (24)
Feb 4 (24)
Feb 4 (24)*
Feb 5 (25)
Feb 5 (25)*
Feb 5 (25)
Feb 6 (26)
Feb 6 (26)*
Feb 6 (26)
Feb 6 (26)
Feb 6 (26)*
Feb 7 (27)
Feb 7 (27)*
Feb 7 (27)*

February 8/9
Fanny Sugarman
Jack Schwartz
Morris Danenhirsch
Benjamin Faibish
Fanny Nisenholt
Harriett Kaplan
Herman Mahlerman
Sarah Altman
William Adilman
Lily Salz
Elaine Friedman
Ronald Trute
Millie Diamond
Hazel Buckwold
Gitman Chertkow
Rose Selchen
Marcia Sarlin

Shevat 28/29
Feb 8 (28)*
Feb 9 (29)
Feb 10 (30)
Feb 10 (30)
Feb 10 (30)*
Feb 10 (30)*
Feb 10 (30)*
Feb 11 (Adar 1)*
Feb 11 (1)*
Feb 12 (2)
Feb 12 (2)
Feb 13 (3)
Feb 13 (3)*
Feb 14 (4)
Feb 14 (4)*
Feb 14 (4)
Feb 14 (4)

February 15/16
Wolf Meth
Charna Gersher
(Boy) Bressler
Shirley Scitz
Rose Wolfe
Frances Melamede
Raisa Mondros
Dana Unkown
Annie Altschul
Sadie Chertkow
Vera Schlucker
Itta Golumbia
Gussie Sklar
Motas Kleyman
Fred Shnay
Harry Steiger
Moses Burt
Maurice Mitchell

Adar 5/6
Feb 16 (6)*
Feb 16 (6)
Feb 16 (6)
Feb 16 (6)
Feb 17 (7)*
Feb 17 (7)
Feb 17 (7)
Feb 18 (8)
Feb 18 (8)*
Feb 19 (9)
Feb 19 (9)
Feb 20 (10)*
Feb 20 (10)*
Feb 20 (10)*
Feb 20 (10)*
Feb 20 (10)
Feb 21 (11)
Feb 21 (11)

February 22/23
Ann Raisen
Samuel Kaplan
Harry Helfgott
Leah Meth
Harry Sarlin
Jacob Golumbia
A.J. Weiner
Yetty Goodman
Lorraine Sklar
Lillian Levitt

Adar 12/13
Feb 22 (12)
Feb 24 (14)
Feb 24 (14)
Feb 24 (14)*
Feb 24 (14)*
Feb 25 (15)*
Feb 26 (16)
Feb 26 (16)
Feb 28 (18)
Feb 28 (18)

March 1/2
Baby Segal
Tiby Mathews
Rosie Sellinger
John Goodman
Ed Vickar
Malka Schmuck’vich
Reva Hock
Annie Leffman
Mendel Pepper
Jacob Pepper
Gertrude Chertkow
Morris Gurstein
Freda Epstein
Harry Bondar
Yenta Shafer
Harry Aaron
Goldie Wolfe
Rebecca Segal
William Sklar
Fanny Shore

Adar 19/20
Mar 1 (19)
Mar 1 (19)
Mar 1 (19)
Mar 1 (19)*
Mar 1 (19)*
Mar 2 (20)
Mar 2 (20)
Mar 2 (20)*
Mar 3 (21)*
Mar 3 (21)
Mar 3 (21)*
Mar 3 (21)
Mar 5 (23)
Mar 6 (24)
Mar 6 (24)*
Mar 6 (24)*
Mar 6 (24)*
Mar 6 (24)
Mar 7 (25)*
Mar 7 (25)

Silver Plate Dinner.
business. I can just see it now -- Senior
Prudencio, the assistant manager with a
turquoise ZUMBA headband and a light
purple shirt. He’ll be dancing circles around
us the lobby as we check in. I know we’re in
for another good time.
Editors note: Lorna Bernbaum and Sherna
Posner (Bernbaum) may well be Zumba’ing
as you read this. Both grew up in Saskatoon.
This page is sponsored by Mirka Pollak
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from page 2

a $15,000 commitment to the Saskatoon PreSchool Foundation. We continue to provide
all the turkeys for the Care and Share Community School Holiday Lunches. Our thanks
to Hillel and the university students for their
help during the evening, and to all the other
volunteers who pushed this event over the finish line. We are so pleased to see our younger
members assuming greater responsibility for
the Dinner and several significant changes
are being contemplated for next fall’s event.

Images of Our Congregation
The Card Party

Hanukkah 2012

Rabbi Claudio & Randy Katzman
at King George School serving a
Care & Share Meal

This page is sponsored by Elizabeth Brewster
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January 2013 • Tevet / Shevat 5773
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

		1 Tevet 19

Wednesday

2 Tevet 20

Thursday

3 Tevet 21

OFFICE CLOSED

6 Tevet 24

B’nai Brith Meeting
7pm

7 Tevet 25
Lunch & Learn
12 - 1:30
Adults Bar/Bat Mitzvah
6:30

13 Shevat 2

14 Shevat 3

8 Tevet 26

Between the Pillar
of Defense & Israel
Elections - a Discussion
7pm

9 Tevet 27

10 Tevet 28

21 Shevat 10

15 Shevat 4

16 Shevat 5

22 Shevat 11

23 Shevat 12
Hebrew School
Tu B’Shevat

Adults Bar/Bat Mitzvah
6:30

28 Shevat 17

5 Tevet 23

7pm Service

Shemot

*Michael Gertler

*Seth Shacter

11 Tevet 29

12 Shevat 1

*Heather Fenyes

Lunch & Learn
12 - 1:30

27 Shevat 16

4 Tevet 22

Saturday

Va’era
Rosh Chodesh

17 Shevat 6

Lunch & Learn
12 - 1:30

20 Shevat 9

Friday

24 Shevat 13

18 Shevat 7

19 Shevat 8

6pm
Hebrew School 100th
Sisterhood Shabbat
Family Dinner

Bo

*Marsha Scharfstein

*Simonne Horwitz

25 Shevat 14

Café Ivrit
High Level Hebrew
7pm

26 Shevat 15
Beshaliach
Tu B’Shevat
Young Adults 8pm
*Steven Goluboff

29 Shevat 18

30 Shevat 19

31 Shevat 20

Board Meeting

9:15am
Tefilin & Tefilah
Breakfast Club
10am

February 2013 • Shevat / Adar 5773
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

					1 Shevat 21

Saturday

2 Shevat 22
Yitro

*Harold Shiffman

3 Shevat 23

4 Shevat 24

5 Shevat 25

6 Shevat 26

7 Shevat 27

Adults Bar/Bat Mitzvah
6:30

10 Shevat 30
9:30am
Tefilin Tefilah

11 Adar 1

8 Shevat 28
6pm Service
Potluck

Lunch & Learn
12 - 1:30

12 Adar 2

13 Adar 3

14 Adar 4

15 Adar 5

Purim Carnival
Megillah Reading
1pm

* Bema Roster

*Randy Katzman

16 Adar 6
Tecumah

Lunch & Learn
12 - 1:30

*Lesley Ann Crone

18 Adar 8

19 Adar 9

25 Adar 15
Lunch & Learn
12 - 1:30

20 Adar 10

21 Adar 11

No Hebrew School

OFFICE CLOSED
No Hebrew School

24 Adar 14

Mishpatim
Shabbat Shekalim
Young Adults - 8pm

*Perry Jacobson

Breakfast Club
10am

17 Adar 7

9 Shevat 29

26 Adar 16

27 Adar 17
Board Meeting

28 Adar 18
Café Ivrit
7pm

Adults Bar/Bat Mitzvah
6:30
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22 Adar 12

23 Adar 13

7pm Service

Tetzeveh
Shabbat Zachor
Megilla Reading

*Steven Simpson

*David Katzman

